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organisational skills and insights have 

underpinned ARTSA’s successes. 

ARTSA has recognised people who 

have made a major contribution to our 

industry as ARTSA Life Members as well 

as to ARTSA. Our Life Members group 

is shown in the photo box. ARTSA has 

changed its rules to allow individuals to 

join. I expect that ARTSA will introduce 

‘fellow member’ as well as ‘individual 

member’ grades in the second half of the 

year. We want to provide a path for career-

long involvement with an Association. We 

are working on a training accreditation 

for individuals. This hopefully will be 

co-ordinated with training that other 

Associations do. ARTSA Training will 

again be held in October 2019. 

ARTSA will run a joint meeting at the 

Brisbane Truck Show with the National 

Bulk Tankers Association. Expect an update 

of the PBS vehicle report and a new report 

about IAP uptake. ARTSA will also run a 

major symposium on tuck and trailer fires 

in Sydney on 15 September. Exciting  

plans indeed! For more details visit  

www.artsa.com.au
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A
fter 11 years I have stepped 

aside and ARTSA has elected 

Martin Toomey as our next 

Chair. Martin Toomey and 

his new Executive are in the process of 

reinventing ARTSA. It is exciting! Members 

of the 2019 Executive are shown in the 

photo box. They are some of our industry’s 

new leaders. 

Greg Rowe has taken over from Rob 

Perkins as Executive Officer. Greg is ex-

VicRoads and also runs a small consulting 

company. He has been contributing to 

ARTSA over a number of years and is the 

right person to take over from Rob, who 

will continue to manage ARTSA Data and 

some other expanding activities at ARTSA.

There are a lot of industry associations in 

the heavy transport sector. Some represent 

the operators, some the freight forwarders, 

some the mechanics, some the truck 

suppliers, some the suppliers and some 

vocational sectors. There is cross-over, 

competition and not a lot of collaboration. 

ARTSA has adopted a policy of actively 

co-operation with other associations. That 

is, ARTSA will actively seek association 

partners when it holds an event. This 

is challenging in a sector where there is 

little history of collaboration. However 

things need to change and ARTSA intends 

on acting as a change agent. There is so 

much to do in our dynamic industry 

that associations must co-ordinate their 

activities and co-operate so we can deliver 

influence and benefits for our industry. 

This is a major challenge for association 

boards in adapting to a new future.

There are four ‘divisions’ within the new 

ARTSA: Member Services, ARTSA Institute, 

ARTSA Data and ARTSA Life Members. 

They are illustrated in the diagram.

In 2019 ARTSA will launch the ARTSA 

Institute. This visionary development will 

allow ARTSA to train new leaders and 

to identify and investigate the key issues 

facing all sectors of the heavy vehicle 

logistics sector. ARTSA Institute will seek 

sponsorship from industry companies 

and from government agencies. In return, 

ARTSA Institute will put new leaders 

into teams and have them investigate 

significant issues or challenges that have 

been identified as key influences on our 

industries future. ARTSA wants to be able 

to influence the outcomes.

The sponsors will play a key role in 

identifying the topics that could be 

investigated. Sponsors will be briefed by 

teams as the projects proceed. The facilities 

of ARTSA Data will be available to ARTSA 

Institute. Thereby insights will be gained 

from the data. Additionally, the ARTSA 

Life Members group will also be put in 

touch with the Institute participants and 

this will help guide them as they research 

significant topics. 

ARTSA Data is now in its 6th year. It 

will continue to provide vehicle-fleet 

reports and analysis to about 30 member-

subscribers. We are about to refresh our 

RVCS reports and I anticipate that we 

will add engineering information, such 

as ratings data to the component-level 

reports (SARN and CRN approvals guide). 

That is, we will generate a useful guide 

to new vehicles for sales, marketing and 

engineering interests.

ARTSA Data produces a range of 

industry reports. The key data available 

to us includes:

1.  Vehicle make, VIN, model and 

charge code (VIN gives country of 

manufacture).

2. Postcode of registration.

3. GVM, GCM and axle ratings.

4. Body type.

5. Year of manufacture.

6.  Registration status: State, registered, 

lapsed, retired, never registered.

7.  RVCS approval number (added by 

ARTSA).

ARTSA Data will continue to be managed 

by Rob Perkins. Rob has been ARTSA’s 

Executive Director for more than 20 

years. His extraordinary contribution 

to ARTSA is keenly acknowledged by 

the ARTSA Executive and membership. 

He is widely known in operator and 

government circles and his superb 
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 MEMBER 
SERVICES
Purpose:  

• Keep members informed.
• Develop relationships.
• Advocate for change.
Activities:

• General meetings
• Technical Working Groups
• Representations
• Change Proposals
• Conferences
• Industry training
• Social functions
• Social media
2019 development: 

To provide a development 
path for individuals. This could 
involve participation in a 
structured training program 
and participation in ARTSA 
Institute investigation teams.
Structure:

• Organised by Executive 
Officer
• Overseen by Executive
•  Each Executive Member to 

have some role in sub-
committee that oversees an 
aspect of ARTSA activities

 ARTSA 
INSTITUTE
Purpose:  
•  Train the next generation of 

industry leaders.
•  Identify and investigate 

major issues and trends.
•  Develop forward thinking 

proposals.
• Add value to ARTSA DATA.
Activities:

•  Three major review projects 
for groups to work on. 
Members are invited to help 
select the projects.

•  Three annual group projects 
(10 participants). 

•  Working sessions are 
organised with the ARTSA 
Life Members Group

•  Results are presented to an 
annual conference / dinner. 

•  Reports are made available 
to ARTSA members.

•  One or two other training 
courses are run each year.

Structure:  

Reports to the Executive.  
Overseen by Executive sub-
committee.
Activities are guided by an 
Advisory 

 ARTSA DATA
Purpose:  

•  Use data to inform 
the membership and 
government about trends.

Scope:

• NEVDIS Data
• RVCS Approvals data
• PBS data
• IAP Data
• Freight task data.
Activities:

• Commercial reports
• ARTSA DATA Day
•  Reports to government on 

an ad-hoc basis
• Public articles
•  Investigation reports that 

are requested by ARTSA 
Institute

2019 developments:  
Publish a subscription 
newsletter that summarises 
the trends and understandings 
that arise from ARTSA Data.  
This to include sales, economic 
and usage trends.
Publish some regular fleet 
sector reports.

 ARTSA LIFE 
MEMBERS
Purpose:  
•  Keep experienced people 

engaged with the industry. 
•  Put experienced people 

in touch with developing 
leaders.

•  Acts as a sounding board for 
ARTSA.

Activities:

• Informal get togethers 
•  Interaction with ARTSA 

Institute participants.
•  Presentations to conferences 

and to government 
reference group meetings

Structure: 

Overseen by Executive sub-
committee.
Life Members invited after 
nomination by an Executive 
member and investigation by 
the L M Exec sub-committee
Functions: 

One Life Members dinner 
awards night per year.
2019 Development:   
Active interaction with the 
ARTSA Institute

ARTSA new Executive 2019.

ARTSA life members 2018.

ARTSA life members 2017.


